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A curation of positive economic related news in the vibrant Poulsbo area

Best Places to Start a Business in Washington
Written by Jonathan Todd/NerdWallet
Washington is a great place to start a business. Just take a look at Amazon,
Microsoft, Starbucks and Costco, which all grew into national and
international corporations in the Evergreen State. Companies hoping to follow
in the footsteps of those giants can benefit from the state’s educated and
skilled workforce, not to mention funding opportunities. . .continue reading
Poulsbo RV may return to Viking Avenue
Written by Richard Walker/North Kitsap Herald
Poulsbo RV may return to its namesake city. The RV show it is presenting on
Sept. 11-27 on its vacant Viking Avenue lot is a test, Poulsbo RV Auburn
manager Randy Edwards told the Herald on Sept. 4. If it looks like there’s
enough consumer support for an RV dealership in Poulsbo, the ultimate
vacation vehicle could once again be a daily presence on the thoroughfare.
Mayor Becky Erickson is excited. . . continue reading
Poulsbo Receives a Gold Star for Its Financial Health
Written by PRWEB
The numbers show economic growth is strong in and around Poulsbo, and
the City just received a new set of numbers that are the best yet. Or rather, a
coveted pair of letters. . .At a time when Standard & Poor’s is cautiously
downgrading many municipalities, Poulsbo has earned a AA Bond Rating—
one of the few cities of its size granted that strong vote of confidence. . . .
continue reading
New Starbucks Reusable Cups Designed By Baristas Available Now In
Participating US and Canada Starbucks Stores
Written by EPR Retail News Editors
. . . Distinct images on Starbucks reusable cups were designed by baristas
who won the first White Cup Contest for partners (employees). The new cups
are available now, while supplies last, in participating U.S. and Canada
Starbucks stores. Meet the designers and find out how purchasing one of the
cups helps Starbucks partners support each other. . .Brynn James.
Scandinavian immigrants brought their Nordic traditions with them when they
arrived in Poulsbo, Washington in the late 1800s. Those included a style of
art that Brynn James learned as a child and incorporated into her design.
Rosemaling is a decorative form of folk painting that began in eastern Norway
around the . . .continue reading
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